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Similarity: Its definition and effect
on the visual analysis of complex displays
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Contemporary feature models of form perception have typically defined visual similarity in terms
of shared (or discordant) sets of points. Two experiments tested the adequacy of this definition. 41
a same/different task, subjects were required to detect a single "different" form in displays of two.
four, or six forms. In separate conditions, the "different" form was produced by various geometrie
transformations, where the number of discordant points could be held constant for some of those
transformations. The first experiment compared the detectability of three transformations: deletion
of an end-of-a-line segment, a break in continuity, and a mirror-image reversal. Reversals were
detected most rapidly and accurately, with performance independent of display size. Although
breaks and deletions produced the same number of discordant points, breaks were detected more
rapidly and accurately. The second experiment tested whether the better detectability of reversals
was due to a greater number of discordant points or to changes in the orientation of diagonal lines.
The results indicated that entire displays can be rapidly organized (in "parallel") on the basis of line
orientations. In general, the experiments suggest that the similarity of forms may depend upon the
transformations by which they are related rather than their common features.

The speed with which subjects can detect a visual
form embedded in a complex display depends on the
similarity among the displayed forms. In visual
search tasks, where subjects are asked to detect the
presence of a specified "target," speed and accuracy
of detection improve as the similarity or con
fusability of the target and "noise" items is
decreased, and also improve as the similarity of the
various "noise" items is increased (Atkinson,
Holmgren, & Juola, 1969; Estes, 1972). Indeed,
when the target and noise items are dissimilar and
when the noise items are homogeneous, speed and
accuracy are often found to be independent of dis
play size (in contrast to the more typical decline in
performance with increasing display size). This has
been demonstrated by Mclntyre, Fox, and Neale
(\ 970), as well as by Estes (1972).

The proper definition and measure of similarity,
however, are uncertain. Two alternative approaches
can be identified. One approach characterizes simi
larity as a result of the analysis of a form's com
ponent parts or "features" (Estes, 1972; Reed, 1973;
Shiffrin & Geisler, 1973; Wolford, 1975). The
similarity of two forms could thus be measured by
the number of common features shared by the two
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forms. Another approach, gestalt in nature, empha
sizes the importance of relationships within and
between various forms. Accordingly, similarity might
be defined by the transformations required to change
one form into the other.

Estes' (1972) model provides a detailed example of
the feature approach. Estes argues that the effects of
similarity can be explained in terms of interactions
among visual channels that provide input to feature
detectors. Similar items activate overlapping sets of
feature detectors. Noise items that are similar to the
target can thus be confused with the target. Further
more, because the input channels have the capability
to interact and can prevent the further processing
of redundant information, homogeneous noise items
tend to inhibit each other and, as a result, increase
the salience of the target.

While it is not exactly clear what comprises a
"feature" in most feature models, the definition
employed by Mclntyre et aI. (1970) usually seems
implicit. That is, "an estimate of the similarity
between any pair of letters can be made by con
ceptually superimposing the pair and counting the
number of physical features they have in common"
(p. 330). In other words, features appear to be sub
sets of points and dissimilarity might be measured by
the number of discordant points.

Although feature models account for most of the
published results on the processing of briefly pre
sented visual displays, Egeth, Atkinson, Gilmore,
and Marcus (1973) note exceptions. First, in some
visual search tasks where noise items were hetero
geneous, reaction time (RT) remained constant
across different display sizes (Egeth, Jonides, &
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Figure I. The prototypes and their three respective transforms

that were used in Experiment I are displayed above.

Wall, 1972). Secondly, Jonides and Gleitman (1972)
demonstrated that the "conceptual category" of
target and noise elements can alter the relationship
between RT and display size. In that experiment,
"0" was the target and noise items were either all
letters or all digits. Subjects were told to either detect
the letter "oh" or the numeral zero. When the "con
ceptual category" of the target and noise items
differed, RT remained invariant with respect to
display size. When target and noise elements shared
the same category, however, RT increased as a func
tion of display size. The results are particularly
interesting in that target characteristics (e.g., features)
remained constant across conditions.

The alternative to the hypothesis that form percep
tion is derived from feature detection, as mentioned
earlier, is to suppose that the perceptual system is
sensitive to relationships within and among forms.
Just as the detectability of a target depends on its
similarity with the other displayed forms (Neisser,
1967), it seems likely that the relevant properties of a
feature depend upon its context within the whole
form. This approach seems compatible with the
rationale and results of same/different experiments,
in which the subject is asked to determine whether
or not a set of forms is identical. A common finding
in such a task is that even "same" displays are
rapidly detected, independently of display size.
Bamber (1969) has suggested the operation of an
"identity detector" to account for such results.

A similar interpretation, as well as perhaps a
"difference detector," seems indicated by the
demonstratons of Beck (1972) and Julesz, Gilbert,
Shepp, and Frisch (1973). In those experiments, dis
crepant subsets of very large displays were rapidly
detected when the subset was composed of line
orientations different from the rest of the display.
Differences in line orientation apparently allowed
subjects to quickly organize large displays into
"same" and "different" subsets. All of these
results suggest the importance of relationships

between forms. The work of Julesz et al. represents
a thorough investigation of the geometric properties
of form that permit rapid detection of contrasting
forms, but it is not certain how their results gener
alize to the perception of smaller displays and to the
slower, serial-like processing of individual forms.

The general method of the present experiments
was to use the same/different task-where the sub
ject was required to decide whether all of the dis
played forms were identical or whether anyone was
different-as a means for testing the competing
definitions of similarity. Independent variables were
the particular transformations used to produce a
difference in forms and the number of forms in the
display. Both speed and accuracy of the "same" vs.
"different" responses were used as dependent
measures for evaluating the effect of display size on
the detectability of a given transformation.

The principal question addressed by our first
experiment was whether the detectability of a differ
ence in forms is determined by the number of
discordant points or, alternatively, whether the
detectability of a transformation depends upon its
context within the whole form. Specifically, the
detectability of three transformations was examined:
Deletion of a set of points from the end of a line
segment, a break in the continuity of a line segment,
and a left-right mirror image reversal of the whole
form. As may be seen in Figure I, the deletion and
break transformations produced the same number of
discordant points, while the reversal transformation
produced a much larger number of discordant points
but no change in the overall shape of the form. Thus,
a difference in detectability of the deletions and
breaks would indicate that the perceptual dis
similarity produced by the removal of a line segment
depends upon the position of the line segment
within the whole form. Similarly, if the reversal
transformations were more difficult to detect than
the other transformations, then the perceptual
similarity of a form and its reversal would not be
based on numbers of discordant points, but instead
on more global properties of the overall shape. We
anticipated both of these results, indicating the
inadequacy of the number of discordant points as a
measure of similarity. As it turned out, however, the
reversals were much easier to detect than the other
transformations, in contrast to earlier experiments
using reversal transformations (Gibson, Gibson,
Pick, & Osser, 1962; Lappin, 1971). Moreover, the
size of the display had no effect on the speed and
accuracy in detecting these transformations. A
second experiment was then conducted to determine
whether the effectiveness of the reversal transforma
tion resulted from the greater number of discordant
points it produced or from a change in the orienta
tion of diagonal line segments. The results of both



experiments shed light on the influence of visual
similarity on the mode of perceptual processing of
displays of multiple forms.

EXPERIMENT I

Method
Subjects. Nine male graduate students in psychology at

Vanderbilt University voluntarily participated in the experiment.
The subjects' ages ranged from 22 to 34 years.

Apparatus and stimuli. A PDP-8/! computer generated visual
displays on a cathode ray tube (Tektronix 604 with P-15 phos
phor). Telegraph keys served as response mechanisms, and a
Teletype bell was used to provide feedback. The figures generated
by the computer appeared at any of 12 locations around a
circular display (after Egeth et al., 1972) with the constraint that
the symbols were maximally spaced. A circular array was used to
reduce the transfer of reading-related skills and to minimize dif
ferences in acuity due to retinal position. The diameter of this
circular array subtended a visual angle of 2.6 deg; the individual
items subtended a visual angle of 31 x 23 min.

The figures used in this experiment were adapted from the
Gibson et al. (1962) experiment. The four figures taken from their
study were prototypes from which we derived all of the trans
forms. Both the prototypes and transforms were constructed
within 13 by 9 matrices of dots on the display screen.

Three transforms were constructed from each of the four
figures. In one case, a transform was constructed by deleting
four or five dots from a line element contained in the proto
type. This transformation, however, left the continuity of the
prototype intact (a deletion). It was sometimes necessary to
remove five dots in this condition to ensure that length of the
deleted line was equal to the deleted segment in the second
condition. The second transform was formed by removing four
dots such that the continuity of the prototype was disrupted
(a break). A third transform was a mirror-image reversal
around the vertical axis (a reversal). Although the figures were
made up of dots, the figures on the display appeared to be
composed of continuous lines. Figure 1 illustrates the four proto
types and their respective transforms.

Procedures. The original design of this experiment involved
only one group of subjects instructed to make same-different
judgments within a rapid deadline. Because the RTs were essen
tially constant across conditions, error rate was the only
dependent measure for this group. The experiment was then
replicated using RT as the dependent measure. A second group of
subjects was instructed to concentrate on the accuracy of their
responses. Three of the subjects in the original group plus
three new subjects participated in this second high-accuracy
group. Having three subjects from the first group participate
in the second group allowed us to test whether or not any of the
obtained effects disappeared with extended practice.

In both instructional groups, the subjects participated in four
sessions, the first of which was practice. Each session included
three blocks of trials, where each block was devoted to dis
criminations between the prototype and one of the three trans
formations. That is, only one of the three transformations
occurred in a block of trials. The order of the conditions within
each session was counterbalanced across sessions and subjects.

Display sizes were randomly mixed within each block of trials.
A block contained 196 trials, and display sizes of two, four, and
six occurred with equal probability. The probability of a "same"
or "different" display occurring was also equal to .5. Also,
given a "different" display. the position of the "different"
element was randomly varied and occurred with equal probability.

Care was taken to ensure that the tasks involved same
different judgments and were not simply detection tasks. In the
deletion condition. as an example. a "different" display could
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contain all prototypes and one deleted transform or all trans
forms and one prototype. This technique forced subjects to make
comparisons rather than search for a deletion. The same safe
guard was employed in the other two conditions.
. The display was viewed binocularly from a distance of about
125 ern in a dimly lit room. The subjects initiated a trial by
depressing the two response keys. Immediately, an "X"
appeared on the center of the screen. and this was followed
500 msec later by a display containing two. four, or six elements.
If the subjects judged all the elements to be similar. they
released the left telegraph key. If they detected a different
element, they released the right key. If they made the correct
decision, a Teletype bell rang. After completing a block of trials,
the subjects took a brief rest before beginning the next trial block.

The first group was instructed to respond within a 500-msec
deadline. The deadline was signaled by the offset of the display.
They were asked to be as accurate as possible within this con
straint, but beating the deadline was emphasized. Error rate was
the dependent measure for this group, as one intent of the instruc
tions was to keep RT constant across the three conditions.

The other group was asked to respond before a I.O-sec deadline.
It was explained that this deadline afforded enough time to allow
very accurate judgments. RT was the dependent measure for this
group, as we expected error rate to be consistently low across the
different conditions. Responses were not discounted in either
group if the subjects exceeded the deadline.

The subjects completed all of their sessions within I week.
Approximately 2 weeks elapsed after the first group finished
before the second group began.

Results and Discussion
Data for the error rate group were made condi

tional upon the responses-i.e., the probability of a
same display occurring given a "same" response
and the probability of a different display given a
"different" response. The intent of this procedure
was to eliminate the effects of response biases.
When errors are made conditional upon the displays
rather than on the responses, then there are opposite
trends for the same and different displays, with the
error rate decreasing with display size on the "same"
trials and increasing on the "different" trials. These
trends reflect, in part, an increasing bias for "same"
responses with increased display sizes; the improve
ment for the larger "same" displays disappears when
errors are made conditional upon responses. In the
RT group, we separated the latencies for "same"
and "different" responses. Table I summarizes the
data for both groups.

The subjects found the deletion condition to be the
hardest. In the RT group, it took subjects a longer
time to make same-different judgments when a
deletion transformation produced any "differences."
In the other group, error rate was highest on the dele
tion condition. Both groups performed better on the
break condition. In both of these conditions. how
ever, display size similarity affected subjects'
performance.

Subjects in both groups performed best on the
reversal conditions. They often reported that the
"different" figure seemed to "pop out." They also
reported that they could employ a different strategy
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Table I
Error Rates and Reaction Times for Various Display Sizes and Transformations

Mean Reaction Time (in msec)
Error Rates" For "same" and "different" response

Group Error Rate Reaction Time

Response P(Dls) P(Sld) "Same' "Different"

Display Size 2 4 6 2 4 6 2 4· 6 2 4 6

Deletion .27 .31 .35 .22 .28 .31 523 699 733 618 679 723
Break .19 .25 .32 .21 .23 .25 551 609 644 528 605 640
Reversal .15 .18 .18 .15 .14 .11 476 482 492 468 505 509

"Error rates were made conditional upon responses. Lowercase letters indicate the response type and uppercase letters indicate
display type.

in this condition. While the other conditions
demanded a figure comparison, in the reversal
condition, the subjects claimed that they looked at
the entire display. The relationship between RT or
error rate and display size may reflect this strategy.
In the reversal condition, changes in display size
significantly affected the dependent measure. In fact,
on the "different" responses in the error-rate group,
the accuracy of subjects' responses improved with
increases in display size. Their RTs on the reversal
condition increased only between Display Sizes 2 and
4 on the "different" latency. Even this increase in
RT is much less than the increases in RT on the
other two conditions. Figure 2 illustrates these
relationships, averaging the data for both types of
response.

Two analyses of variance corroborate the above
findings. In the first group, where error rate served
as the dependent measure, there were significant
effects due to the type of transformation, F(2,1O) =
21.54, p< .01, and display size, F(2,1O) = 6.27,
p < .05, and a significant interaction between display
and transformation, F(4,20) = 3.81, p < .05. The
same effects were found for the second group, in
which RT was the dependent variable. The analysis

disclosed effects due to transformation, F(2,1O) ==
48.71, P < .01, display size, F(2, 10) = 52.109,
p < .01, and the interaction of transformation and
display size, F(4,20) = 11.07, P < .01. There were no
differences in the performances of those subjects
who performed in both groups and those parti
cipating in only one group.

It should be noted that none of these effects is
attributable to fluctuations in the irrelevant depen
dent measure. When error rate was the relevant
measure, the mean RTs were 470 msec on the rever
sal condition, 532 msec on the break condition, and
570 msec on the deletion condition. Likewise, when
RT was the relevant measure, the error rates were
70/0 on the reversal condition, 10% on the break
condition, and 14% on the deletion condition.

There are, then, three primary findings in Experi
ment I. First, differences that break the continuity
of a figure are easier for subjects to detect than
differences caused by a deletion that leaves the
continuity of the figure unaltered. The comparison
between the break and deletion conditions indicates
the importance of the relationship between a com
ponent feature and the whole figure. The difficulty
of detecting the deletion or addition of a component
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Figure 2. The average of the "same" and
"different" responses for the error-rate
group and the "same" latency for the RT
group are separately illustrated in the two
groups.



line segment varied with its relationship to the whole
figure. Second, a reversal transformation produced
differences most readily and accurately detected by
subjects. This finding is inconsistent with results
reported by Gibson et al. (1962) and Lappin (1971).1
Finally, increases in display size did not affect sub
jects' performances on the other two conditions.

We did not expect subjects to perform well on the
reversal condition. This result, however, was predict
able on the basis of the Mclntyre et al. (1970) defini
tion of similarity. That is, if one superimposes a
reversed transform upon its prototype, there are
more discordant points and fewer "similar" features
between them than there are between the other two
transforms and the prototypes. Given Estes' (1972)
system of inhibitory input channels, the redundant
and highly dissimilar "same" figures could increase
the salience of the "different" figure.

Subjects' superior performance on the reversal
condition is also consistent, though, with a different
interpretation. Beck (1972) and Julesz et al. (1973)
report that subjects are able to quickly organize
visual displays on the basis of line orientation.
Julesz et al. (1973) provide examples in which a set of
figures which contain line elements that differ in
orientation from the line elements in the stimulus
context seem to "pop out." He claims that orienta
tion differences between lines allow texture dis
crimination. There was no such effect when line
orientation differences were not present. In Beck's
(1972) experiment, subjects could quickly count the
number of "different" elements in a visual display
when those figures differed from the other display
items in regard to line orientation. Subjects were less
successful when the "different" figures did not differ
in line orientation from the other figures. Subjects
in Experiment I could have been quickly organizing
the displays on the basis of line orientation rather
than attending to an increased number of discordant
points between the "same" and the "different"
figures.

Since line orientation differences and an increased
number of discordant points are confounded in the
reversal condition, we cannot decide between the two
alternative explanations. A second experiment was
carried out that isolated orientation differences as
an independent variable.

EXPERIMENT II

Method
Subjects. Seven Vanderbilt students, three female and four

male. served as subjects. None were paid, but the six under
graduates received course credit for their participation. Ages
ranged from 19 to 24.

Apparatus and Stimuli. The same equipment was used in
Experiment II as in Experiment I. The only difference was the
figures. Two sets of four figures were developed. These figures
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Figure 3. The prototypes and their two respective transforms
that were used in Experiment II are displayed above.

were all composed of two basic parts-a bilaterally symmetric
polygon plus a vertical or diagonal line. When a reversal trans
formation was imposed on the diagonal set, it caused line
orientation differences between the prototypes and the transforms.
In the vertical set, the transformation affected only the left-right
serial relation between the vertical line and the symmetric poly
gon. Because the diagonal lines were purposefully made shorter
than the vertical lines, there were sometimes more discordant
points between transforms and prototypes in the vertical condition
than in the diagonal condition. Figure 3 illustrates the prototypes
in the vertical and the diagonal condition and their respective
transforms.

Procedures. Again, subjects made same-different judgments in
reference to circular displays which contained two, four, and
six figures. The vertical and diagonal conditions were presented
in different blocks of trials counterbalanced within subjects. Each
subject served for one practice and two experimental sessions.

The only major procedural difference from Experiment I was
the use of only one dependent measure. Since the two instruc
tional groups provided the same information in Experiment I,
Experiment 11 monitored only error rate in a fast (.S-sec deadline),
low-accuracy condition. Subjects again completed the experiment
within a week.

Results and Discussion
Again, the data were made conditional upon the

responses. Figure 4 illustrates the difference in per
formances not only across conditions, but between
type of response as well. Only the "same" responses
were considered in the data analysis, because their
diagnostic value was greater than that of the "dif
feren 1" responses. 2

An examination of the "same" responses indicates
that the addition of figures did not affect error rate
in the diagonal condition. It did in the vertical con
dition, where there were no differences in line
orientation between the prototypes and transforms.
The subjects apparently organized the displays on the
basis of line orientation in the diagonal condition.
Judgments in the vertical condition, however,
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seemed to require a figure-by-figure analysis. Julesz
et aI. (1973) have also demonstrated that differences
created by a reversal transformation do not allow
rapid texture discrimination unless they also produce
differences in line orientation.

The analysis on this data disclosed effects due to
condition, F(1,30) = 16.37, p < .025, and display
size, F(2,30) = 5.12, p < .025. This reflects the
differential difficulty of the vertical and diagonal
conditions as well as increasing error rates due to
increases in display size. Importantly, there was also
a significant interaction of display size and condi
tion, F(2,30) = 4.64, p < .025. This reflects the
different relationship between error rate and display
size across the two conditions.

In both conditions, the subjects came close to
making the deadline. There were differences in RT,
and these differences were consistent with the varia
tion in error rate. The mean RT in the vertical condi
tion was 559 msec, and in the diagonal condition,
517 msec.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of these experiments strain the defini
tion of similarity given by contemporary "feature"
models of visual. form perception. The results
demonstrate that the detectability of a difference
between two forms depends upon the context in
which that difference occurs: in Experiment I, the
detectability of a deleted (or added) line segment
depended on the relationship of the line to the whole
figure. Secondly, in the diagonal condition of Experi
ment II, the detectability of a reversal transforma
tion was shown to involve a comparison of line
orientations throughout the entire display. In fact,
differences in line orientations seemed to be detected
by a rapid, parallel processing of all the displayed
forms.

If the detection of "features" depends on their
context, then, possibly, forms are not really dis
criminated on the basis of their component features.
Given the facilitative effects of redundant context
on target detection reported by Estes (1972) and the
effects of context obtained in the present study, the
concept of separate "features" itself may be ques
tionable. We seem unable, at least, to refer to
"features" independently of their context. If models
of form perception do discuss "feature differences,"
it would seem that the description should go beyond
reference to collection of discordant points. Again,
the reversal condition in Experiments I and II high
light the importance of line orientation in visual
similarity.

The effect of various geometric contexts parallel
the conceptual category effect reported by Jonides
and Gleitman (1972). In that study, conceptual
differences allowed subjects to organize an entire
display independently of the number of elements
comprising the display. In the present study, line
orientation differences afforded subjects the same
opportunity for organization. The effects of line
orientation also coincide with the requirements for
texture discrimination discussed by Julesz et aI.
(1973).

A model accounting for the present data would
have to include some explicit mechanism for com
parison operations-a mechanism sensitive to rela
tionships among different components of a form and
between forms. While it is, of course, possible to
append such operations to the feature models
discussed earlier, the perceptual analysis of relation
ships would seem to differ in spirit from the detection
of feature in isolation from their context. Perhaps
the important issue, however, is whether the detec
tion of relations precedes or follows the detection of
the elements. The present experiments were not
designed to test this question, but they do demon-



strate that geometric relations are often rapidly
detected.

One reason for the dominance of the concept of
"feature" in research and theory on form perception
may be the absence of a clear alternative conception.
In this regard, the concept of "transformation"
might be considered as an alternative. This alter
native has experimental support from Pick (1965),
who showed that children were able to transfer
knowledge about the effect of transformations from
one set of prototypes to another. They did not,
however, transfer information about specific feature
differences. It is possible that a "transformation"
represents a general concept which may include the
concept of "feature."

An apparent advantage in defining similarity in
terms of common features is that such a definition
lends itself naturally to measures of similarity.
Defining similarity by transformations, however,
would seem to deprive the concept of a rationale for
measurement: How much dissimilarity is generated
by one transformation relative to another? The step
backwards is more apparent than real, however. If
"features" do not have an a priori definition by
independent operations, then similarity is measurable
only after the observation of its effects. If similarity
should be considered as based on transformations,
then the present experiments contribute some initial
evidence about the effective similarity associated
with various transformations. We have not yet, how
ever, subjected the concept of "transformation" to
the same tests for context independence that were
employed in these experiments to test the validity
of "features."
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NOTES

\. The Gibson et at. (\ 962) experiment was done with children.
and that might account for the difference in our results. It
should be mentioned. however. that in another experiment we
had normal and dyslexic children perform these tasks. We again
found that all of these children performed best on the reversal
condition (Singer. Allen, & Lappin. Note I). The reason for the
discrepancy has to do in part with the instructions and
structure of the task. A full discussion of this difference is.
however. irrelevant to the present experiments.

2. Even if subjects were scanning displays serially. the errors on
"different" responses would not necessarily increase with display
size: If all the displayed items were the same. then it is not clear
why larger displays should have an increased tendency to appear
"different." Moreover. the effect of display size should be smaller
for different than for same displays, since the former require
scanning of fewer items on the average in order to determine the
correct response. If subjects were scanning the displays serially.
then the error rate for "same" responses should increase with
display size whatever the rate of scanning (if it were not sufficient
to prevent errors) and whatever the response bias. The error rate
for "same" responses thus has more diagnostic value than that
for "different" responses.
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